Pump thrombosis: Do we have the answer to the riddle?
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Despite significant improvements in design and patient outcomes with implantable ventricular assist devices (VADs), the cumulative adverse event burden of this therapy poses significant challenges to the field. Of the adverse events, those related to the hematologic system, that is, pump thrombosis, stroke, and mucosal bleeding, have been particularly troublesome and have received significant attention over the past few years. In this issue of the Journal, Dr Massicotte and colleagues have submitted a thoughtful review on the issue of thrombogenicity and pump thrombosis. These authors have stressed the multifactorial nature of the problem that has increased the difficulty in seeking a single solution to the issue. The major factors associated with pump thrombosis as highlighted by Dr Massicotte and colleagues include (1) pump design; (2) patient factors, such as demographics, inherited coagulable disorders, or compliance-related issues; and (3) management issues, such as implant technique and variation in physician treatments. The fact that significant variation exists in rates of pump thrombosis across clinical sites and countries supports the multifactorial nature of the problem. Dr Massicotte and colleagues also raise the challenges of pump thrombosis in the pediatric field and the complexity of issues associated with mechanical circulatory support in children, including the adoption of pumps designed for use in adults being used in the pediatric population and the complex and varying anatomy and biology of children with congenital heart disease. One major theme stressed in the review is the issue of VAD design and thrombogenicity. Is there hope for the future? Recent published data from the MOMENTUM 3 clinical trial perhaps sheds some light on the topic on pump thrombosis and stresses the importance of technology as a critical factor in solving this issue. The MOMENTUM 3 trial was a prospective, multicenter, randomized clinical trial comparing the HeartMate 3 (Thoratec Corp, Pleasanton, Calif) with the HeartMate II pump for patients with advanced stage heart failure. Of note, the HeartMate 3 pump demonstrated superiority over the HeartMate II pump with respect to the primary end point. The major reason for superior performance of the HeartMate 3 over that of the HeartMate II was the significantly lower incidence of need for pump exchange (1 event [0.7%] vs 11 events [7.7%], respectively) as a result of complete absence of pump thrombosis in the HeartMate 3, whereas the HeartMate II experienced a 10.1% incidence of confirmed or suspected pump thrombosis. What do these data tell us? These data suggest that innovative VAD designs can solve an important biological issue. Although both pumps were similarly and randomly exposed to variations in patient management and patient-related issues, the HeartMate 3 was more resilient to pump thrombosis. This observation does not undermine the importance of patient management and patient factors contributing to pump thrombosis for those pumps with designs less resilient to pump thrombosis. What is important is that we now know that technology can succeed in resolving an important adverse event. Even more important is can we apply this to the pediatric population? As stated by Dr Massicotte and colleagues, greater collaboration and support with industry are needed to assist in the development of novel pump systems, particularly for the challenging area of pediatric mechanical circulatory support.
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